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Runaway Features are excited to announce that they are immediately moving into pre-production
on futuristic sci-fi series Endeavor. The ten-part series is the fourth production to have been ‘reverse
engineered’ by the production team for distribution demand in the UK (the first of these projects being
The Rise and Fall of a White Collar Hooligan).

The production team 	
  have, in the last few years, become the front runners in production of independent
low budget London feature films. Below are a few of the recent titles, delivered to market, that they have
been involved with. As leaders in the UK independent film industry, we have a proven track record of
producing commercially successful features that appeal directly to the market, on time and on budget.
The Rise & Fall of a White Collar Hooligan was the biggest selling independent film of 2012 in the UK and
spawned two hugely popular sequels.
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Our most recent projects are the political action thriller No Easy Days and the Sci Fi time travel series
Dystopia. Now deep in post production, the ten part series of No Easy Days is scheduled for broadcast in
the US, UK and Canada in spring 2016. Conceived as “24 meets House of Cards”, the show features stars
of genre favourites Battlestar Gallactica, The Sopranos, 24, Generation Kill and The Pacific, the series was
filmed on location and at studios in Canada.

Dystopia was a lower budget project, combining
low cost set builds with location shooting. With a
strong science fiction concept, the need for VFX
are at a minimum to keep costs down. Conceived as
“Terminator meets Children of Men”, the series was
filmed in Virginia.
Endeavor will repeat the success of this model,
shooting at studios in Stockholm, Sweden and
on location in Virginia, USA. Our spaceship
set will be the main basis for the shoot,
with characters flashback elements filming
on location.
An accomplished cast of talented actors has been
put together by director Paul Tanter to appeal to the
target genre audience.
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Earth, 2065. Nuclear missiles
have just been fired Starting
World War 3. People have
less than 45 minutes to
get to a bunker or get off
the planet.
People
swamp
spaceports
and private ships, desperate
to flee. The mining crew of
the Endeavour just make it off
in another craft after theirs
is damaged.
Once in space, all ships are
issued with a mission and a
destination:
find
humanity
a new home. We follow the

Endeavour space crew on their
journey to uncharted regions of
the galaxy.
As the crew for the new
spaceship are all fully boarded
we know very little about each
one, however as the series
unfolds we learn a little more
about the sacrifice that each
of them made to be on the last
human beings left alive through
personal backstory flashbacks
of their last hours on Earth.
We learn that in desperate
times, people do desperate
things to save themselves,

some forgivable …and some not
so. As the journey progresses,
relationships and the ship
itself begin to break down. As
tensions and violence on board
rises, the crews own actions may
jeopardize their mission.
A chance encounter with an
identical derelict craft results in
tragedy and an unknown person
stowing away.
By the time they reach their
mission planet to survey, there
may be no one on board left
alive to send the message back
to the rest of humanity.
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PAUL TANTER Director | Writer
Paul is an award-winning and prolific writer and director with a
solid reputation for bringing high quality films in on time and within
budget. Much in demand by production companies, Paul is judicious
when writing and directing to ensure the maximum production value
possible for the film whilst ensuring entertainment on screen.
Paul is the creative force behind the Jack... series - writing all the films
and graphic novels, and stepping behind the camera to direct the
final and best instalment Jack Falls. He has written and directed The
Rise & Fall of a White Collar Hooligan and He Who Dares franchises,
while proving his versatility as a producer on the crime drama GBH.
He directed the series Dystopia all ten episodes of political action
thriller No Easy Days, writing several episodes too. A lifelong sci-fi
fan who counts Star Trek, Battlestar Gallactica, Red Dwarf and Firefly
amongst his favourite shows, Paul is the perfect choice to take the
creative reins on this production.

TOBY MEREDITH Producer
Toby Meredith is co-director of Kalimasu Productions and was one
of the producers who successfully brought Jack Says, Jack Said,
Jack Falls and The Last Seven from script to screen. His diligence as
production manager ensured that the completed film was delivered
on time and on budget; on Endeavor he will be once again be taking
on this role. Toby began his career working alongside Jamie Lloyd,
the acclaimed director of The Caretaker.
The naturalistic views and intimacy that the camera can capture,
was a great appeal to Toby and enthused a concentration in 2004
toward working on short films.
Toby has worked behind the camera on various television shows,
including Holby City and Sugar Rush. He has worked on a number of
film sets; the grandest of these being V for Vendetta, and Stardust.
This work gave him his first experiences of working with large
production budgets; leading him toward the production side of
film making.
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The Series will be a cross between The Walking Dead and Lost. The mystery of our characters and their
motives against the post apocalyptic space set thriller will give an air of distrust when humanity itself is
at stake.
Each episode delves into the characters past, which informs our current predicament and the audience
will tune in every week to witness the ever changing group dynamic of trust. Also, no one is safe, we will
kill main and core characters in the first season to keep the audience fully engaged.

The following comparable titles suitable comparison for the style and aims of the show:

Battlestar
Gallactica
(2004)
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The most successful science fiction television shows of all time, this number
1 show ran for four seasons.
Aided by smart casting, a clever, mainstream script and a solid campaign,
the show went on to sell all over the world. Still popular ten years later, we are
taking the look and style of this show as inspiration for the space elements
of Endeavor.

Lost
(2004)

Ascension
(2014)

Combining a strong science fiction story with a present day setting, Lost
was one of the biggest shows of its time, scooping numerous awards
and keeping fans guessing through clever writing and ingenious online
marketing campaigns.
We will be replicating this shows “flashback” element for its main characters
in Endeavor, enabling us to explore the characters back stories leading
up to the nuclear apocalypse, and enabling us to feature stories set off
the ship.

The latest show to combine high-concept science fiction with a space ship
setting, Ascension has recently proved a popular show on both sides of
the Atlantic. An intriguing notion (we discover the ship is actually a large,
Truman Show type hoax that the occupants are unaware of), a second
season is currently being commissioned. Like Endeavor, it features a great
cast playing characters with various and uncertain motives on board. Like
Ascension, Endevour features plenty of sex scenes featuring the attractive
members of the crew in order to generate interest and headlines.
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ZACH GALLIGAN
Zach is best known for his role as Billy in the Gremlins movies, making
him a recognisable face to the sci-fi crowd. In his 30 year career he
has also enjoyed success with roles in Star Trek: Voyager, the Hatchet
films and the Waxwork horror franchise.
Zach is the perfect choice for the role of Jon Miller; the
Captain haunted by the possibility of his wife’s ship being lost,
while he has to maintain order in board in order to complete
his mission.

EVE MAURO
Eve joins the cast after shooting the time travel series Dystopia with
the director. Her credits also include Osombie, Cyborg X and The
Surrogate. She had a recurring role on CSI: Miami and appeared on
shows such as Bones, Undercovers, It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia,
CSI: NY, Dexter, Torchwood. Eve perfectly encapsulates the role of
Haylee; tough and independent, yet sensitive and caring.

MICHAEL HOGAN
Michael joins the production as a cast member that is already a
hugely recognisable face and name in science fiction, having played
the legendary Colonel Saul Tigh for the full run of the smash hit
series Battlestar Gallactica.
Michael has already worked with the production team before in the
upcoming series No Easy Days, playing the Machiavellian Senator
Bob Carson.

PETER WOODWARD
Primetime Emmy-nominated Peter Woodward comes aboard
the production after completing a number of features with the
production company including Shame the Devil and The Fall of The
Essex Boys. Peter is another familiar face in science fiction television,
having been a regular character on cult space show Babylon 5.
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JING LUSI
Jing joins the cast after completing feature film Jack Falls with the same
director and production company. Jing is a familiar face to British TV
audiences as Dr. Tara Lo, surgeon in medical drama Holby City. Jing has
recently appeared in Law and Order: UK and the upcoming film Survivor,
co-starring with Pierce Brosnan, Milla Jovovich, James D’Arcy and
Emma Thompson.

TIM RUSS
Award-winning Tim is best known to audiences as the Vulcan officer
Lieutenant Tuvok in the hit series Star Trek: Voyager. A fan favourite
and regular at conventions, he brings a huge sci-fi fan base to the
show. Constantly in demand, he has recently completed roles in
Castle, Arrested Development, Suits and CSI: Miami.

SIMON PHILLIPS
Simon takes a supporting role after the commercial success of
his previous feature films. His work the White Collar Hooligan
films and the He Who Dares franchises and both garnered
much praise, which is something we hope to repeat on
this production.

MICHAEL COPON
Michael is a familiar face on large and small screen as the star of
Hollywood blockbuster The Scorpian King and of TV hit Power
Rangers and One Tree Hill. Michael brings a large teen and convention
audience to the show and is perfect as the ships pilot.

All the cast above are attached to this series
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THE VISUAL EFFECTS
A big thing for any science fiction thriller set in the post apocalyptic
future is how good the VFX for the show itself will be. We have
enlisted and commenced production on a very exciting relationship
with VFX studio LightWorks for the duration of the show.
Because this process is so important to the eventual look and feel
of the show, we commenced early development work on the previsuals needed for our space thriller.
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The Light Works will be working
on all VFX for Endeavors. They
are a team of experienced,
award-winning graphics artists,
with over 15 years experience of
working on Sci-fi projects.
Their past work includes Star
Trek – the next generation TV
series; Dystopia TV series; SciFi short film, Oceanus which
follows the lives of two whale
researchers living on a large
base deep in the Ocean; and
Star Trek – Prelude to Axanar, a
short Independent Star Trek film.
Other clients include Sony,
BMW,
Paramount
Home
Entertainment,
Samsung,
and Audi.
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Red Rock Entertainment is a film finance company, based at the
world famous Elstree Studios in Borehamwood, home to some of the
biggest TV shows on British television and the studio of choice for
many successful British films.
Working in conjunction with a number of UK production
companies to raise equity for film, TV programmes and film
distribution, Red Rock Entertainment offer a number of tax efficient
investment opportunities.
Red Rock Entertainment primarily works on projects which are at
an advanced stage and are looking for the final amount of financing.
Their sole focus is on film and TV
projects that have a commercial appeal,
an identifiable audience, moderately
low and controllable costs and a sound
financial structure. We also require that
certain elements are in place before we
commit to any project.
As executive producers, Red Rock
Entertainment can arrange for investors
to visit the sets during filming, appear
as extras, and attend private screenings.
They also arrange film investment
seminars at Elstree Studios with guest
speakers from various film companies,
along with qualified accountants to
discuss the various tax advantages
of investing in the film industry.

Boats ‘N’ Bikes
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Established in 1995, TVC Soho is a post facility in the heart of Soho, London. We work with a wide range
of broadcasters and production companies worldwide, on projects ranging from documentaries and
television drama, to feature films. Our offices are home to a core staff of industry specialists boasting a
wealth of expertise across the creative and technical fields.

DATA LAB
Rushes processing from all camera
formats, including Sony, Canon, RED
and ARRI, to edit suite media, LTO
backup and web dailies. Format
and framerate conversions, data
conforms, colour science and
workflow management.
OFFLINE
Spacious Avid and Final Cut Pro
cutting rooms linked by ISIS shared
storage for collaborative editing.
100Mb Fibre client internet access,
air-conditioning and client computer.
All backed up by fully qualified
support technicians.
ONLINE
Fully equipped and ISIS connected
Avid Symphony Nitris finishing
suites with Sapphire and Boris
FX, Photoshop and After Effects.

Mastering to HDCAM SR and DPP
file for Broadcast.
GRADING
HD, 2K and 4K Nucoda colour
grading systems with Dolby picture
monitoring
and
ISIS
network
connected. Full set of image
enhancement tools including noise
reduction,
sharpening,
regrain
and upscaling.
AUDIO
DigiDesign ProTools HD mixing
studios with 24 channel desks for
stereo and 5.1, with Dolby encoding
option. Voiceover and ADR booths
with ISDN and Source-Connect.
Large sound effects and production
music libraries and foley facilities.
VISUAL EFFECTS
2D and 3D visual effects and motion

graphics using After Effects, Mocha,
Motion and Nuke. VFX pipeline design
and management.
DIGITAL CINEMA
DCP mastering with KDM and DKDM
encryption. International versioning
services for broadcast, theatrical,
Blu-ray and DVD distribution.
Including aspect ratio, resolution
and framerate conversions, titling,

transcription,
and editorial.

sound

dubbing

RESTORATION
Digitisation of film and tape
archive.
Restoration
using
Pheonix
for
dust,
flicker,
scratch, stabilise, warp, print
align, drop-out, line-sync, cross
colour and colour correction
and enhancement.
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Managing your rights is our business...

compact

media group
REPRESENTING
THE BEST IN FILM
AND TELEVISION
AROUND THE
WORLD.
WE SEE THE
BIG PICTURE
THROUGH A
LOCALISED LENS.
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Compact Media Group is rights management company. Steeped in
the creative media sector with a focus on film and television rights,
Compact Media Group are involved at every step to provide a global
resource for ensuring long-term value of content rights.
Serving content creators, Compact is the leading independent media
advisory group, that maximises the value of their creativity through
its unparalleled commercial expertise across the entire intellectual
property life cycle
Compact’s headquarters are in London, with offices in Los Angeles,
Sydney and Paris. In October 2010, Lyceum Capital invested in
Compact Media Group with the aim of diversifying the company’s
global services. The first acquisition under the new partnership
was Rights.TV. Compact Media Group’s Rights.TV division focuses
on providing business affairs and consulting services that match a
rights-holder’s needs.
Since 1996, Compact Media Group has worked on the principles
of transparency, diligence, and integrity. Compact creates
long-term, trusted relationships with leading media rights
holders around the world, such as BBC Worldwide, National
Geographic, Miramax, ITV Global, DreamWorks Classics and
many more.
Over 1400 companies use one or more of our services, with our
team involved at every step across the intellectual property lifecycle,
from production to disbursement, to provide a global resource for
ensuring the long-term value of content rights.
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Contact Us:
Red Rock Entertainment Ltd,
Suite 12 Elstree Studios | Shenley Rd. | Borehamwood | Hertfordshire
WD6 1JG | United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0)203 745 5380
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info@redrockentertainment.com
ENDEAVOR

| www.redrockentertainment.com

